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SOCIOLOGY PAPER-2 

B-5 

Systems of Kinship in India: 

(a) Lineage and descent in India. 

(b) Types of kinship systems. 

(c) Family and marriage in India. 

(d) Household dimensions of the family. 

(e) Patriarchy, entitlements and sexual division of labour. 

 

 

Lineage and Descent in India 

 

 

Lineage: 

- It is the principle based upon which inheritance is chosen.  

Example: Patrilineage, Matrilineage. 

- It refers to a particular type of kin group in which a member has a common ancestor whose 

identity is known. 

Also, a body of people who are arranged together on the basis of common blood linkage. 

Patriarchal society-daughter not part of father’s lineage group. 

 

Descent: 

- It is the principle whereby a child is socially affiliated with the group of his/her parents. 

 

Classical Anthropologists-  

Patrilineal-determining descent through the male line.  

Matrilineal-determining descent through the female line. 

Lineage system can be divided into 2 parts-  

Unilineal - a system of determining descent in which someone either belongs to father’s lineage 

or mother’s lineage, both patrilineal and matrilineal are included under unilineal lineage system. 

Non unilineal- a system where exists multiple forms of relationships. 

 

Indologist-  

Ghurye- role of descent in defining marriage, family, kinship and India.  

In Northern India- some one can’t marry within extended kinship group - marriage is driven by 

rules of kinship and descent. 
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Ghurye indicated- Gotra and Charna are exogamous groups-brings dispersed people together. 

The gotra and charna were kin categories of Indo-European cultures which systematized the 

rank and status of the people. These categories were derived from rishis (saints) of the past. 

These rishis were the real or eponymous founder of the gotra and charna. 

 

Gail Omvedt – Caste is an expanded descent system. 

 

Andre Beteille- kinship in India strong, so that Voting is driven by kinship rather than on merit. 

Primary source of political recruitment: kinship group. 

Thus, Democratic political system in India is engaged in social and cultural reproduction. 

 

Krishna Kumar - Kinship in India is so intensive that- behind every corrupt man - there is an 

ambitious family- Industrial recruitment greatly takes place on the basis of kinship rather than 

on merit. 

With modernity in India- kinship and descent have not changed a little also- so important to study 

under social transformation. 

 

Role of descent and kinship not only decides private spheres of life like marriage, family etc 

rather very well defines occupation, political activities etc. 
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Types of kinship system 

 

 

 

Irawati Karve - 4 different kinship zones- North, south,central and east. 

 

North Indian Kinship System 

 

Areas of more aryan culture influence and Odisha, Bihar and West Bengal.   

Patrikins and Matrikins are different.  

Within patrilineal system father’s brother is distinguished from father’s sister.  

Fathers brothers are also distinguished in terms of age, so differential respect is attributed to 

them. 

 

Rule of marriage is highly exhaustive- One is not supposed to receive a woman from a group 

to which a woman is offered within 5 to 7 generations.  

One can’t receive a woman from his mother’s group, mother’s mother group, father’s mother 

group, and his own village. 

Marriage not in intra-family ties rather in inter-village ties.  

Residential system is Virilocal, same as patrilocal involves a series of presentational 

obligations. 

(In social anthropology, patrilocal residence or patrilocality, also known as virilocal residence or 

virilocality, are terms referring to the social system in which a married couple resides with or near 

the husband's parents.) 

 

Veena Das- In north Indian kinship – father son relationship precedes over husband wife 

relationship-on analysis of Punjabi kinship system she said- the natural sexual 

relationship between husband and wife is subdued to socially established father son 

relationship glorifying patriarchy. 

 

South Indian Kinship system 

 

Entire south India, some parts of MH and Odisha- No distinction between patrilineal and 

matrilineal. 

Father’s brother is equivalent to mother’s sister’s husband- both their children, parallel cousins, 

so marriage among them. 

Father’s sister group ~ mother’s brother group =>mother’s brother= father’s sister’s husband. 
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Specific patrilineal kins are equated with specific matrilineal kins. 

 

Love for younger and respect for elders cutting across generational principles- father ~ elder 

brother, mother ~ elder sister and younger brother ~ son, younger sister ~ daughter. 

 

Cross cousins marriage allowable– exogamy not exhaustive like north India. 

 

Husband wife relationship is not subdued to father son relationship unlike north India. 

 

Hostility of relationship between the laws driven by suspicion –weak in south India. 

 

 

 

Central India Kinship system 

 

Gujurat, Maharashtra, MP- mixture of elements from NI and SI. 

 

Rajputs- marriage- on status of girls’s family- no caste bar- girl of their choice. 

 

Marthas-32 divisions- primary, secondary,tertiary divisions- marriage accordingly. 

 

Kumbi of Gujurat- can’t marry within one generations from father’s side and within 3 

generations in mother’s side. 

 

Rajasthan- On Akshya Tritiya- massive marriage takes place- all age groups-relaxed norms. 

 

 

Eastern India Kinship system 

 

Munda of Odisha, Manipuri of Manipur, Nagas, Kukis and Khasi. 

 

Munda- 6 different class- associated with symbols like- bamboo, lizards, teak, crocodiles etc- 

each class many lineage group- son gets patrilineal grandfather’s name, daughter gets patrilineal 

grandmother’s name, divorce is common among them. 
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Khasi- youngest daughter inherits property from mother- status of man ~ status of woman in 

north India. 

---------------------- 

 

These variations of kinship system speaks about differential residential system, property 

relations, status of men, women and children, entitlements based on gender-pluralistic society- 

unity is not about destruction of plurality rather respecting the plurality. 
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Family and marriage in India 

 

 

Study of family = debate on joint family vs nuclear family. 

David Mandelbaum: considers JF as one of 3 characteristics of Indian society (Caste System, 

Village) 

 

Henry Maine, O Mailey studied traditional Indian JF and termed it as patriarchal family. 

 

Sir Henry Maine- legal advisor to colonial govt- Indian joint family vs Roman and Greek joint 

family- based on texual material- based on 2 concepts- common property holdings and 

Absolute authority of Karta- corporate unit, everyone contributes differently but takes as per 

need- It’s sustenance because of moral institutions and rituals for common dead ancestors. 

 

GS Ghurye- Product of Indian culture, that glorified classical values- universal presence of 

joint family across caste, religion and region. 

 

PN Prabhu-Individual’s association with joint family is based on moralism - when moralism 

converts to individualism (tradition to modernity)- joint family converts to nuclear family. 

 

Irawati Karve- 3-4 generations people organically related to each other. 

- Common Kitchen 

- Common Residence 

- Common Rituals  

- Common Obligations To Kartas.  

Joint family= product of culture, so economic transformations can’t change joint family system. 

 

Yogendra Singh- “Modernisation of Indian tradition” 

In urban India-  

- Inter Caste Marriage 

- Love Marriage 

- Nuclear Family 

- Guilt Free Sexuality In Pre Marital And Post Marital Life.  

- Industry-Occupational Mobility 

- Women Empowerment 

- Structural Break Down Of Joint Family System. 
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MN Srinivas and SC Dubey-  

Caste and joint family relation-  

- Higher Caste Go For Joint Family 

- Lower Caste Nuclear Family 

- Joint Family Is Driven By Economics Logic Rather Than Cultural Logic. 

- Contrast To Y Singh, Joint Family Is Not Breaking Down Under Influence Of Urban 

Living. 

 

Alan Rose-  

A study in Bangalore- 70% of families- either structural jointness-functional jointness or both. 

 

MS Gore-  

Study on Agarwals of Delhi-  

Mother son relationship precedes over husband wife relationship- family strong support base for 

its members in selection of occupation- financial assistance and selection of mates also. 

 

TN Madan-  

- Residential Separation 

- No Break Down Of Joint Family 

- “Money Order Economy”  

- Family Jointness Has Always Been Enduring In India. 

 

Family transformation in India is different from western transformations. 
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Household dimensions of the family 

 

 

AM Shah:  

Book ”household dimension of indian family”- 

Fundamental question- joint household disintegrating or not-  

Proportion of joint households more today as compare to past-  

Reason-  

- Rising population 

- Construction of houses costly 

- Migration for employments etc 

- Bigger households splitting into smaller households but strong emotional ties though not 

staying together 

- Joint household splitting not joint families. 

 

Therefore, Household study important. 

 

Dimension of study should be household based on : -  

- Commensal 

- Co-resident 

- Coparcenary 

- Co rituals (did field study).  

 

Two types of household 1) Simple 2) compound (2 or more parents). 

 

Pauline Kolenda-  

After modernity, joint households and joint families still exist. 

No conclusion unlike Marxist scholars. 

 

She writes that number of Nuclear is more than JF. 

Avg size of household increasing (death rate less, life longetivity). 

Household have lifecycle (fission - fusion - fission) 

 

Stem family - Parents residing with married child 

Rural household size > urban size 

Regional difference (North India JF > South) 
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Shah, Kolenda helped break the myth of disintegration of JF in India. 

 

Feminist view- whether joint family or nuclear family transformation is not affecting status of 

women- sexuality, DOL, Reproduction based on patriarchy. 

 

Classical sociologists- Modernity - Household residential place- family social institution. 

 

Rise of socialism and modernity-  

Family functions are being taken by play schools, old age homes, marriage bureaus, child 

care centers - family importance down - household importance up- Scandinavian countries- 

household study is important. 

 

From household study- can find out changes in Indian society. 

 

Global migration- 

Phillipines and India- married women- job outside- living in households with friends or alone. 

 

In household-  

- More importance to friendship than to kinship 

- Immense individual liberty 

- Sexual freedom 

- Limited or no liability towards other members 

- Suitable for fragile or mobile population 

Scandinavian census - more importance to households than families. 

 

Household study is taking place of family study, so as friendship study taking place 

of kinship study. 
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Patriarchy, entitlements and sexual division of labour 

 

 

Entitlement- form of individual right 

Driven by culture, rules of law, by society. 

 

Modernist theory- Various forms of entitlements- now extended to every section – gender not a 

criteria. 

 

Talcolt Parsons-  

- Industrialisation 

- Urbanisation 

- Migration  

- Occupational mobility 

- Empowerment of women and gender gap reduced. 

 

Modernist theory in case of India-  

- Relationship Between Husband And Wife Preceding Parent Child Relationship 

- Conjugal Relationship More Imp Than Obligation Towards Kinships 

- Irrespective Of Gender, Every Child Inherits Property From Parents 

- Selection Of Mates No Longer Family’s Responsibility 

- Child Birth Is Linked To Economics And Mutual Agreement Between Spouse 

- Modernity Has Broken Down Traditional Form Of Marriage, Hierarchical Form Of 

Relationship. 

 

Hinduism emphasis-  

- Sexual purity, therefore, child marriage 

- Sexual experimentation outside marriage and premarital sex is immoral and evil 

- Male child makes a woman complete 

- Divorce is evil 

- Widowhood is disaster 

Culture defines sexuality, reproduction, DOL, Sexuality. 

Modernist contradicted- nuclear family, child birth by choice, individual control over sexuality. 

 

Indira Jai Singh- All laws of entitlements based on patriarchy than gender equality- Hindu 

marriage act- divorce can be based on adultery- but have to be proved in court. 
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Victims of rape has to recast the same experience again and again in order to get justice. 

Inheritance rights over parents property to women recently made law. 

Legal laws based on patriarchy. 

 

Tulsi Patel-  

Women consider it as sin to prohibit their husbands from sexuality leads to unwanted 

pregnancy. 

Lose life during child birth, in bad healths also they accept to patriarchal convention- forgetting 

their entitlements. 

Wage payment – women’s less than half compared to men, despite doing twice work than men in 

factories. 

 

Family is a paradise in a hopeless world-  

Where marriage, child birth, motherhood makes woman’s life complete. 

 

Feminist movements is not rebellion against patriarchy rather asking for equality. 
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